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Throughout film history, few actors have earned as many accolades (and so many accolades) as Jack Nicholson. The legendary actor has earned 12 Academy Award nominations throughout his career, making him the most nominated male actor of all time. Among those nominations, he
has managed to claim three victories and made history with his record (at the time) payday of between $60 million and $90 million (including a percentage of box office receipts) for his role as Tim Burton's Joker in Batman in 1989. With so many indelible performances, it's hard to identify the
most essentials in Nicholson's filmography. However, we are tuning into the best of his big screen career, tracking the actor's decades of unforgettable roles. 1. Easy Rider (1969) Jack Nicholson in Easy Rider | Source: Columbia Pictures This ode to motorcycle counterculture actually
focuses on the pair of cyclists played by Peter Fonda and Dennis Hopper (who also directs), but Nicholson presents a prominent performance as alcoholic lawyer George Hanson who makes friends on his travels. The role earned him his first Oscar nomination, launching a career that would
lead Nicholson to be one of only two actors to receive nods to acting in each decade from the 1960s to the 2000s, alongside Michael Caine. 2. Five Easy Parts (1970) Jack Nicholson in Five Easy Parts | Source: Columbia Pictures As an oil worker facing a personal tragedy, Nicholson shines
in this Bob Rafelson-directed drama, marking the second of six collaborations between the actor and the director. Nicholson and his co-star Karen Black, who plays actor Bobby Dupea's girlfriend, earned Oscar nominations for her roles, and the film is considered by many critics to be one of
the best American films. 3. The Last Detail (1973) Jack Nicholson in The Last Detail | Source: Columbia Pictures In this film, Nicholson and Otis Young play two Navy men tasked with transporting a young sailor (Randy Quaid) to prison, and along the way, the trio get caught up in a series of
adventures. Director Hal Ashby, who had previously directed the future cult classic Harold and Maude, finds the right balance between comedy and gravitates, bringing Darryl Ponicsan's title novel to the screen with ease. 4. Chinatown (1974) Jack Nicholson in Chinatown | Source:
Paramount Pictures While many of Nicholson's previous films have escaped the cultural awareness of pop a bit, this misery roman Polanski is still as beloved as it was during its initial release. As private detective Jake Gittes, Nicholson possesses every second he is on screen and is his
fourth Oscar nomination for this film noir classic. He would later relive the role for a 1990 sequel and directed the film himself, though he could not live at the same time as his predecessor. 5. One flew over the cuckoo's nest (1975) (1975) Nicholson in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest |
Source: United Artists At last Nicholson won her first Oscar for her role as Mac McMurphy in this Milos Forman film, which was the first to win in all five main categories (Image, Director, Actor, Actress and Screenplay). The film, which focuses on a criminal who clashes with the staff of a
mental institution, is widely considered one of the best films in which Nicholson has appeared, a great compliment considering his prolific career. 6. The Shining (1980) Jack Nicholson in The Shining | Source: Warner Bros. It's hard to believe that Stanley Kubrick's masterpiece was not
particularly well received by critics and was even nominated for the Golden Raspberry Awards, in honor of the worst in the films of the year. In the decades that follow, of course, it has come to be considered the best stephen King film adaptation ever made and one of the greatest works of
psychological terror in film history, and much of that credit goes to Nicholson's terrifying performance as a writer and family man who slowly goes crazy in an isolated hotel. 7. Terms of Love (1983) Jack Nicholson and Shirley MacLaine in Terms of Affection | Source: Paramount Pictures
Nicholson has no shortage of charisma on screen, and it's that same charm he effortlessly takes advantage of for this James L. Brooks drama about the relationship between a mother (Shirley MacLaine) and her daughter (Debra Winger). The actor won his only Oscar supporting actor for
the role of a retired astronaut who romances with MacLaine's character, adding every second of his time on screen. 8. Batman (1989) Jack Nicholson in Batman | Source: Warner Bros. In his career choices, Nicholson has skillfully moved from riskier projects to more commercial projects.
This is the most obviously in the last category, as the actor brings the most famous villain of comics to cinemas like never before. Like the Joker, Nicholson manages to eclipse his co-star Michael Keaton and establish the definitive version of the Clown Prince of Crime, at least until Heath
Ledger inhabited the role in 2008 for The Dark Knight. 9. A Few Good Men (1992) Jack Nicholson in A Few Good Men | Source: Columbia Pictures Corporation Everyone knows that famous line, and the powerful impact of that moment when Colonel Nathan R. Jessup propelled Nicholson to
an Oscar nomination for this Rob Reiner film. Despite appearing in only a few scenes, the actor pocketed $5 million for the memorable performance and managed to elevate even the screenplay of The Social Network writer Aaron Sorkin. 10. As Good as It Gets (1997) Jack Nicholson in As
Good as It Gets | Source: TriStar Pictures Reuniting with Brooks for this romantic comedy/drama, Nicholson won his third Prize for his role as obsessive compulsive curmudgeon Melvin Udall alongside fellow Oscar-winning Helen Hunt. Although the film Nicholson to enjoy his characteristic
style of performance full of bravado, also allows moments of complexity and heart that give his character space to grow into a man better self-tested by the final credits. 11. About Schmidt (2002) Jack Nicholson in About Schmidt | Source: New Line Cinema An accessory to the awards
circuit, Nicholson is sometimes criticized for his lack of reach, assuming roles such as arrogant, intimidating and exaggerated individuals. However, this Alexander Payne-directed film sees him go refreshingly against the guy like the starter Warren R. Schmidt in a quiet performance that
earned him some of the best reviews of his career and his latest Oscar nomination to date. 12. The Deceased (2006) Jack Nicholson and Matt Damon in The Departed | Source: Warner Bros. Martin Scorsese finally won his management Oscar for his Boston crime saga and with good
reason. The screenplay is airtight, and the film is filled with incredible performances by actors such as Leonardo DiCaprio, Matt Damon and Vera Farmiga. However, it all depends on Nicholson's role as the famous mobster Frank Costello, a part where the actor really sinks his teeth and the
rare case in which an Oscar-worthy performance of his was not recognized by the Academy. Follow Robert Yaniz Jr. on Twitter @CrookedTable Check out the entertainment cheat sheet on Facebook! More from Entertainment Cheat Sheet: Getty Images Doris Day's career is a legend.
From 1948 to 1968, the actress and singer starred in 39 films, working alongside some of Hollywood's most notable actors and directors, including Alfred Hitchcock, James Garner and Rock Hudson. It also became a household name, creating some of the most memorable characters in film
history. On April 3rd, Doris turns 96, we suggest you celebrate the birthday of this living legend by watching one of his most iconic films. It's February, which means love is in the air and Cupid is on the hunt with his arrow. But maybe chocolate and flowers aren't your thing. Maybe you're
Netflix-and-chill.Si way to celebrate this season is to come home watching a romantic movie with one person (or more), you may have wondered: What's a good Valentine's Movie? Despite everything, we've done it, so we've styling through a list of 100 romantic movies for Valentine's Day
and ranked them based on their popularity around the world. The index of what will come List of the 25 Best Valentine's Day moviesi you are looking to see the most popular Valentine's Day movie, find a place to broadcast The Fault in Our Stars (2014), as it was the most popular
Valentine's Day movie 2019. Very a Love, Rose (2014), with Titanic (1997), Me Before You (2016) and 500 Days of Summer (2009) completing the five most popular Valentine's Day Failure of our Stars2Aímo, Rosie3Titanic4Me Before 4500 Days of Summer6The Notebook7P.S. I love
you8Pretty woman9When Harry met Sally... 10The proposal10My big fat Greek wedding12The English Patient13Altters to Juliet14What Women Want15The age of Adaline16Sense and Sensibility17Amélie18Notting Hill19Gone with the Wind20Doctor Zhivago21Chocolat21A day23The
Land24Ghost25Sepless in Seattle25Crazy Rich AsiansBack to topMost popular film in each countryYou may curious about which Valentine's Day film has picked up the highest interest in your own country. From Albania to Zimbabwe, here are the best movies for 133 countries around the
world. Back to the topHeading the list for Valentine's Day movie search volume is Hungary, followed by Ukraine, Ireland, Australia, Serbia and Russia.1Hungary2Ukraine3Ireland4Australia5Serbia6Russia7Canada8 Unido9The United
States10Kazakhstan11Poland12Spain13Belarus14Georgia15New Zealand16Croatia17Italia18Denmark19Bulgaria20SuwitzalWh were these films made? Before you get to that old classic, you might want to know that the most prolific year for rom-coms was 1999, with 7 of the 100 best films
on our list released that year. Next up is 2007, with five films. Tied third with four films are 1985, 1995, 2000, 2001 and 2014.While the year with the highest peak for rom-coms was 1999, the noughties ('00s) actually produced most of the films on our list, followed by the '90s and
2010s.12000s2721990s2332010s2241980s1051970s761930s471960s481950s391940s0Back to topThe stars of rom-comsWhen you hear the word rom-com, what is the first name of the actor that jumps into mind? If Hugh Grant, then you're right. Hugh Grant was the star in 7 of the top
100 films on the list, making him the most prolific valentine's actor. Grant starred in Notting Hill (1999), Four Weddings and a Funeral (1994), Bridget Jones's Diary (2001), Two Weeks Notice (2002), Music and Lyrics (2007), Mickey Blue Eyes (1999) and Month Nines (1995). But what about
the protagonist? That honor is for Meg Ryan, who starred in five of the films on the list, including Kate &amp; Leopold (2001), You've Got Mail (1998), When Harry Met Sally (1989), IQ (1994) and Sleepless in Seattle (1993). Other notable actors with three entries on the list include Peter
O'Toole, Ralph Fiennes, Julia Roberts, Vanessa Redgrave, Hugh Jackman and Diane Keaton.Actors who appeared in more than one Valentine's Movie, Hugh Grant7 Meg Ryan5Peter O'Toole3Ralph Fiennes3Julia Roberts3Vaness Redgrave3Hugh Jackman3Diane Keaton3Tom
Hanks2Ryan Gosling2Audrey Hepburn2Pierce Pestón2Juliette Binoche2Colin Farrell2Rhys Ifans2Sandra Bullock2Omar Sharif2Colin Firth2John Cusack2Mer Streylep2Patrick Swayze2Emma Thompson2Richard Ger2Clark Allen2Cary Grant2Uma Thurman2Kathy Baker2Mel Gibson2Sam
Claflin2Emma Stone2Rachel McAdams2Kate Winslet2James Fleet2Joan Fleet2Joan Wilkinson2Back to top Which director movies are most interested in Valentine's Day? If you prefer what's going on behind the camera, then you might want to pick up something from Woody Allen, who
has four movies in the top 100. Those films are Magic in the Moonlight (2014), The Purple Rose of Cairo (1985), Love and Death (1975) and Annie Hall (1977). Other directors with more than one film on the list include John Carney, Nora Ephron and William Wyler.Directors with more than
one film on the listWoody Allen4John Carney2Nora Ephron2William Wyler2Lasse Hallstrom2James Ivory2Marc Lawrence2George Cukor2Anthony Minghella2Garry Marshall2Back to topologyMethod To narrow down our list of the 100 Best Valentine's Movies, we first saw a list of 100
romantic movies for Valentine's Day on IMDB. Next, we search for the title of each movie in Google Trends, which returns a number between 0 and 100 for search interest. For location, we leave worldwide to return the search interest of each movie in 250 countries where Google Trends
can provide data. Of the 250 countries, 133 returned a result. Because we're only interested in movies that people can watch for Valentine's Day, we watch the full month of February 2019: February 1-28. When searching for the movie title, we were sure that the search results with movie or
[Year] movie in the search message. Of the 100 movies, 9 did not return data for the search period or included names that were too general to return a result. As such, we omitted the following movies from the list: CreatorIQNinotchkaOnceOneginTimUnder the Eiffel TowerWhen Brendan
Met TrudyWimbledonTo map our best movies for each country, we used the film with the greatest search interest in that country during the month of February 2019. In cases where multiple movies tied as the main result, we searched again with the location changed to the specific country
and compared the search interest for those best results. To determine the countries most interested in Valentine's Movies, we examined two metrics. First, we total all the search interest figures and then classify those countries from 1 to 133. Second, we counted the number of times a
country had the best 100 search interest for a movie and then ranked the results from 1 to 4. Then we take the average of those two ranks to determine the overall scores of these countries. For the top film, we run the same process as for countries, but we classify the movies in both the
total search interest and the number of times the title returned in a result set. Then we average Scores. Because Google Trends data fluctuates, this is not definitive data. (But it's a bit of fun, so who cares?) Picture: Getty Was this content helpful to you? You? You?
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